Memo: Sacramento Field Renovation Research/Observations
Fred Meyer
October 2016
In an attempt to facilitate civil discussion, have done a lot of research and written
this memo to give our Community background info that may be useful.
It seems to me the best way to present this are to present the major arguments FOR
and AGAINST this reconsideration motion.
The FOR arguments are complex and will have the reader considerable time to go
through.
Be assured the AGAINST arguments will be shorter, simpler and easier.
I’ve highlighted key points for skim readers.
1. For a year now, City officials have been telling us that this Community has
no choice except to pave ALL of the existing footpath beside the circumference
of the Field.
This assertion doesn’t make sense and is probably incorrect.
It’s also the opinion of many here that we must give careful examination to the
unproven strong opinions, very vigorously pronounced by our city’s energetic
Commissioner for Persons with Disabilities, about what the Americans with
Disabilities Act specifically requires for our own Sacramento Field.
The essential phrase of the ADA is only for ‘reasonable accommodation’ for people
with disabilities.
At a meeting of several of ANC members in the conference room in City Hall Annex
on August 31st, the City Solicitor did not back up Commissioner Michael Muehle’s
assertion that all of the existing informal footpath around Sacramento Field must
become a new fully-paved path (whether our neighborhood wants that or not).
She sat totally silent during our meeting with major city staff, and afterwards
answered a personal request to her for a legal opinion about the stated’
requirement’ (which all city attendees seemed to swallow without question) only
with these unforgettable terse words: “A court would have to decide that.”
Well, isn’t providing advice about how a court might reasonably be expected to rule,
on a pending, vital, controversial subject, an essential element of her and her
attorney-staff’s job description?
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(And, if that expectation is not now part of our extensive legal department’s job
description, perhaps it’s that overdue for to challenge that inertia. How can any city
be run democratically without full information?)
2. Unfortunately, another well-intentioned city custom, to pave every dirt
walkway in a natural area, out of an understandable desire for ‘equal access’ may
produce unintended but unequal results for people in wheelchairs.
The caring family of a father who mostly lives in a wheelchair recently said,
emphatically, that he and others in wheelchairs wouldn’t feel comfortable about
riding a heavy wheelchair upon a big paved circular loop…on which, inherently,
roller-bladers, marathon-trainees, and kids on scooters and teenagers on bikes (let
alone on motorbikes) will obviously want to use also.
Even without any explicit rude words of annoyance from those behind being
shouted at them, disabled people can obviously feel subject to intense and unfair
social pressures.
So many behind, wanting to go so much faster, on a non-wide path.
“A paved path onto the Field, but not running all around it, would feel safer and
better to us.”
We are particularly surprised and disappointed that our Commissioner has never
scheduled any recent meeting of his own many members and regular attendees to
discuss this matter and give him advice about what they’d really like to see at this
Field.
We’ve raised many concerns about this all summer; but we’ve never been invited or
allowed to speak to his commission since its June vote of support for Mr. Muehle’s
position.
June was long before substantial community opposition to this was expressed.
In reality, the ‘asphalt with rubber surface’ paths the former city manager proposed,
can be expected, like rubber tires, to deteriorate from age and wear, gaining small
imperfections that don’t present a problem for automobile wheels or able walkers
or runners, but might well become a serious obstacle to people in wheelchairs.
Having to self-propel their heavy wheelchair from small ruts may seem easy from a
planner’s chair, but…
I’ve been a fellow fighter for the cause of reasonable access for disabled people
everywhere…and have addressed the Commission for Persons with Disabilities
several times about how best to persuade our city to expand its care by providing
small Bobcat snow plows (like those Harvard employs) to do a ‘first-pass’ snow
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plowing to remove some very-heavy snow from sidewalk… at least after occasional
very major snow storms, and at minimum on our highest-pedestrian-travel ways.
It’s simply not realistic for Cambridge to expect homeowners here in Cambridge
(very many of whom are elderly and/or non-affluent) to perform taxing handwork
or find and pay for someone with a plow to do that arduous work for them.
After all: The public sidewalk adjacent to your own home belongs, not to you, but to
the whole city.
So is it really logical that homeowners have sole responsibility to shovel or plow any
land that they do not own?
It’s little wonder that the results of such a non-rational custom keep on producing
bad results…especially for innocent disabled or elderly people who feel snowed in.
This city does not have a good record of creative solutions for disabled people; so
the proponents of reconsideration here skeptical that well-intentioned city plans
for people with disabilities will work,
This plan may be counter-productive as well.
3. Even a quick examination of photographs of other nearby places do NOT
support the city’s assertion. As part of my volunteer job as ANC moderator, have
felt a duty to do some research to provide background for this organization… and
have therefore visited and photographed some path-surfaces at (1) Hall’s Pond
Field and Sanctuary, just off Beacon Street in Brookline (HP) (2) Longfellow House –
Washington’s Headquarters National Historic Site in Cambridge (LHWHNHS) (3)
the grounds of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences in our own Agassiz
neighborhood (AAAS), and (4) Mount Auburn Cemetery, off Mt. Auburn Street in
Cambridge(MAC). [Please see the attached photos for natural paths at HP and
LHWHS. ] Have also found, online, some relevant photos from the recentlycompleted Rose Kennedy Greenway (RKG), designed for the open space created by
the demolition of our former Central Artery. [To view some more-natural
landscaping in some of those, please see
http://www.rosekennedygreenway.org/parks/fort-point-channel/ and
http://www.rosekennedygreenway.org/parks/dewey-square/ ]
HP, LHWHNHS and RKG are especially relevant to figuring what the ADA really
requires, because some paths in both places were renovated with public
funds…after the adoption of the ADA in 1990 and also after its later amendments in
2008 and 2009.
[HP is funded by the Town of Brookline; and LHWHNHS receives Federal funding.
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RKG leases its land from the MA Turnpike Authority (now part of the MA Dept. of
Transportation) and receives 50% of its funding from the Commonwealth of MA and
50% from private donations.]
As you’ll see in all the photos, many paths in other comparable places are made
of wood chips or crushed stone, enclosed within iron edging. Without any
asphalt.
If the town of Brookline, the city of Boston and the Federal government and
our local non-profits can all build more natural-looking paths, why can’t our
City of Cambridge?
Why haven’t city staff visited and discussed those neighboring comparables…and
reported to us about those themselves?
Towards the end of the discussions at our September 13th ANC meeting,
neighborhood resident Cynthia Smith, the highly-regarded landscape architect
whose clients include Harvard Law School and Lesley (who volunteered diligently
on our neighborhood’s tree-planting committee) said to Stuart Dash, “Why don’t you
use crushed stone?”
To me, those six little words were striking, containing the essence of our
Neighborhood’s concern.
Although privately funded, aren’t Harvard and Lesley, still subject to the ADA’s
requirements of ‘reasonable accommodation’?
Have also attached photos of appropriate paths at two other revered private
Cambridge institutions: The American Academy of Arts and Sciences and Mount
Auburn Cemetery.
Both of those were also natural places…pre-historical Mount Auburn and Shady
Hill/Norton’s Woods before their own modern naturalistic landscaping
[Please see my photos for you labeled MC and AAAS.]
It’s vital that we remember the nationally-unique and relevant meaningfulness of
own Mount Auburn Cemetery.
Designed and built in 1831, before the Boston Public Garden, ours was the very first
planned landscape in the country.
After it opened, this new ‘City of the Dead’ was so unusual, its visitors every year
numbered more than he entire population of Cambridge and Boston, combined.
A horse-car line had to be built from Beacon Hill to Mount Auburn to handle the
traffic flow.
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It quickly became the second-largest tourist attraction in the whole country, second
only to Niagara Falls.
As a result of all these visitors, people from all across America now wanted their
own naturally-landscaped space(s) in their own communities.
Thus Mount Auburn was not only widely copied for other new cemeteries (now
regarded as more attractive than the previously-popular graveyards beside a
church), MAC became the birthplace of what came to be called the ‘American Parks
Movement’.
Frederick Law Olmsted (1822-1903) had visited MAC as a child…and then copied its
natural hills into artificial hills for his Central Park in Manhattan!
One would have thought that first would have come parks, and then someone would
have thought of applying that obvious idea to where people were buried.
But the actual order was exactly the opposite!
In fact, our first cemetery preceded and inspired our first park.
(Yes, the Boston Common, 1630, was much older, but before Mount Auburn
Cemetery, it was only non-designed pastureland.)
I would have thought that the city staff now handling Cambridge’s public parkland
would have visited Mount Auburn Cemetery for powerful easy local
inspiration…and copied some its park-history-making ways.
But, unfortunately that doesn’t appear to have been the case.
Our CCD’s colorful design looks excellent on paper, but won’t it hard surfaces look
and feel much harsher and less natural than what we see so nearby elsewhere?
4. Are all the ‘features’ shown on the city’s plan necessary, or do they, in
detract from a natural experience?
It’s been argued that the ADA requires access to all the ‘features’ of a park.
But isn’t the raw naturalness of this space, at least to many community members, its
most important ‘feature’?
As one of our after-school-program members commented at our recent ANC
meeting, “If we provide too many structures, we’re not enabling our kids’
imaginations….and helping them build a sense of self.
“That should be our real goal.
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“This special untouched space must not become like any other city park.”
This may have been the essential un-glimpsed paradox:
Sometimes, less is more.
As someone else commented to me privately, “Isn’t it amazing that the city doesn’t
listen to those of us who want less money spent here, rather than more?”
Shouldn’t Agassiz get a little credit for that?”
The quarter-acre Alden Play Area, at 21 Sacramento Street, directly across the street
from the Baldwin School and ideal for school recess exercise, has extensive new
playground equipment, installed in 2006.
Why do we need more such equipment now, especially so much farther away from
the school, on the natural acre at the rear of #9 Sacramento Street?
Aren’t students entitled to walk a little longer for a more natural experience?
Must everyone have to endure structured play equipment everywhere?
Shouldn’t every child be allowed to walk farther, after school, on the way home, or
on weekends, to a quieter, larger, more natural space?
5. Still another concern: As ANC member/local architect Jack Chun has pointed out
at both of our community meetings on this subject, it’s vital to remember that,
‘Sacramento Field’ is a Field, NOT a Park.
Cambridge’s longtime distinction has been: ‘Fields’ (as opposed to ‘Parks’) are for
athletic and outdoor-exercise space, especially for use by a nearby public-school.
Please see Jack’s attached document, a careful analysis showing that the Baldwin
School has far less open space for athletic programs compared with other schools
with comparable enrollment.
The legislative history of our city’s forcible ‘taking’ or seizure of Sacramento Field
from Harvard by eminent domain, by a 5-3-1 vote of our City Council on March 31,
1980, preserves forever the importance of this special usage.
The purpose of this taking, as clearly stated in the recorded eminent-domain deed, is
‘public recreation’ purpose, and the predominant use sought, as recorded in the City
Council receding minutes, was for athletic and outdoor-exercise programs of the
Agassiz (now the Baldwin) School.
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By state law, each public schools must have ‘outdoor education’ as part of its
‘approved educational program’. See
http://www.doe.mass.edu/lawsregs/603cmr38.html?section=04
This 1980 eminent-domain acquisition enabled our “Committee on Agassiz in the
21st Century” in the late 1980s to plan, and obtain state funding for, for a new
school.
[Construction was started during the 1992-93 school year. The name was changed
to the Baldwin School in 2002. For the school’s history, see:
http://cpsdbaldwin.ss5.sharpschool.com/cms/One.aspx?portalId=3043283&pageId
=3579044
As Jack further points out, it very important to note that one of the athletic uses
assigned to Sacramento Field, per the CDD’s own website, is ‘softball’.
See
https://www.cambridgema.gov/~/media/Files/CDD/Maps/openspace/cddmap_op
enspace_2016.pdf?la=en
Yet, unlike the way it carefully has for basketball and soccer, the CDD doesn’t appear
to have considered ‘softball’ in its consultations, considerations or design plan.
Has it studied the question: Do softball fields have paved paths upon them?
The extensive ‘space for outdoor exercise’ requirements in our state’s publiceducation regulations also seem not to have been considered, either. See the
attached documents of this subject, carefully prepared by ANC Member Jack Chun.
6. Still another issue, perhaps one even more vital, that needs to be considered is
now-increasing scientific knowledge that childhood exposure to bacteria in
natural dirt is very necessary for our health, because exposure to dirt can
gradually produce antibodies to prevent later extreme allergic reactions in
adulthood.
Contrary to popular belief, the bacteria in natural dirt (as opposed to animal waste)
are not generally harmful to human beings.
Dr. Danny Hillis, who commutes to California from our neighborhood, is very
knowledgeable and has been very outspoken about this subject.
Please see http:/on.wsj.com/2cLUj5J and
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Danny_Hillis
http://wellnessmama.com/12908/kids-need-dirt/
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http://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2013/12/23/soil-quality.aspx
7. Essential role of total darkness for our health.
Keeping even dimmed lights on all night in the Field may not be such a good idea:
http://abcnews.go.com/Health/story?id=117447&page=1
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2005/mar/15/health.medicineandhealth3
http://www.thealternativedaily.com/sleep-darkness-health/
A final, but my most important point:
Though I believe this letter embodies concerns brought up by the majority of people
at our recent meeting, there’s a strong minority (perhaps including you?) who
intelligently and reasonably disagree.
A. Absolutely equal treatment for everyone is the American way.
People with disabilities in wheelchairs should be able to travel as easily over
every level area that more able people can.
Everyone can and should put up with a little less refinement to help our needy
citizens get equal treatment
B. “Let’s just get this park done.
“The school needs better and safer outdoor space fast.”
We’re forgetting our children.
C. “Why are we delaying?
It isn’t worth it making a fuss about this.
These objections are not worth waiting for.
Funds are available now; let’s get this park finished without further delay.
D. Not that many people actually visit this field.
Have lived here for years and never seen it.
Who really cares?
E. Why should we undertake a losing battle?
“You can’t fight city hall.”
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F. Little else in this area hasn’t been already developed.
It’s about time we did something for this neglected place.
F. Let sleeping dogs lie.
You’re just raising unnecessary problems where there are none.
Those are all reasonable concerns and/or conclusions.
In your moderator’s opinion, THE PROCESS OF HOW WE DECIDE IS MORE
IMORTANT THAN ANYTHING ELSE.
A FAIR PROCESS MATTERS.
This is our own very local New England Town Meeting.
Our Athenian/American democratic process does NOT depend on who may be
‘right’ or ‘wrong’.
It depends on a simple majority vote…after a well-informed contemplation and a,
fair, orderly and mutually-respectful public meeting.
Have tried to present all sides evenly, even though some of the arguments are more
complicated and, inherently, take far longer and are more tedious to make.
Also try hard to be a neutral moderator, which means I must try not to argue and
must try hard not to speak at meetings, and can vote only in the case of a tie.
So, deeply hope you’ll feel that, though obviously too long, this has been a fair initial
presentation for you of background information, some of which some may feel is
essential at tomorrow night’s meeting
Everyone interested should come to our Special Meeting tomorrow, Thursday,
October 13 at 7:30 pm sharp (in the elevator-accessible 2nd floor of the Maud
Morgan Arts Center, which is at the left rear of the Agassiz Neighborhood
Community Center grounds at 20 Sacramento Street).
Our nearby neighbors in Neighborhood Nine and the Porter Square and Mid
Cambridge Neighborhood Associations, are especially welcome.
Also to be clear and specific ahead of time: voting members of the Agassiz
Neighborhood Council are defined as residents of the Agassiz Neighborhood,
parents of children in the Baldwin School, and parents of children in Agassiz
Baldwin Community Children’s Program, who have attended at least one previous
meeting.
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The Agassiz Neighborhood is bounded: On the South, by Kirkland Street; on the
West, by Massachusetts Avenue; and on the North and East, by the
Cambridge/Somerville line near Beacon Street.
So, perhaps unfortunately, not everyone in the audience will be able to vote here.
But you are still welcome to attend, and if you wish, to speak out.
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